OpenJUMP Image Layer Manager

Fig. 1. Adding an image to OpenJUMP project

Fig 2. Image opened in the project

Fig 3. Several images can be selected at once

Fig. 4. Each image will be a separate layer in the project

Fig. 5. However, OpenJUMP has an alternative method for handling images, Image Layer Manager
tool.

Fig. 6. Image Layer Manager dialogue

Fig. 7. Adding images to image layer with the Add button

Fig. 8. Added images included in the image index

Fig. 9. Map view after doing Zoom to Layer. There is only one layer in the project but it contains all
the four images included in the image index of the layer

Fig. 10. Image layer can be saved

Fig. 11. The format to use for saving the image layer is JUMP GML

Fig. 12. The project with a saved image layer can also be saved

Fig. 13. Saved project reopened shows the image layer at it was defined and saved

Fig. 14. Trying to open the image index file into a new project

Fig. 15. Result is not what could be expected

Fig. 16. The image index file is actually a vector file with image foot prints stored into polygons
and with some fixed attributes.

´Fig 17. There is no access to Image Layer Manager tool in this situation

How to improve the Image Layer Manager tool
•

The name Image Layer Manager is perhaps not the best one. What the tool does is to build
and handle an image index. Mayby it could be renamed into ”Image Index Manager” or
”Image Tile Index Manager”? Tileindex is the name that Mapserver is using for shapefiles
which are used for exactly the same purpose.

•

There should be a way to add stored Image Index files to new and existing projects. Now
OpenJUMP can only utilise existing image index files if they were included in an OJ
project file when it was saved.

•

Image Index file is just a vector file in JUMP GML format. For separating them from
normal vector files the index files should be named in a different way. Index files might
have a special extension, for example .jdx (stands for JUMP Index).

•

Open File dialogue should be adapted to allow opening these JUMP Index files.

•

The Image Index Manager should have buttons for saving and opening JUMP Index files.
See Fig 8. The index is edited and it would be a very natural place to save the edited index
in the same dialogue.

